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NEETCOIN Project
To Everyone from NEETCOIN Project
This is a notification and an announcement from the administration team.

1 AirDrop
We’ve have been distributing airdrop coins since end of December. You may have noticed that 100
NEET is quite a lot compare to a mining reward of 2.1 NEET. Please make sure that you do not lose
your NEETCOIN by backing up your wallet. We’re investigating the possibility of the next airdrop.
While we believe that everyone have requested using a single account, but if we do find any multiple
airdrop attempt, we will remove them from the future distribution.

2 Bounty
You may be aware what the bounty is if you have been following other projects. Bounties are typically a
payment for the help or volunteer work to the people who contributes to the project. Some conditoons
may be difficult, but we hope that many can attempt the bounty.

3 Character Creation Contest- “Neeto Sepia”
Detail :

https://neetcoin.jp/gijinka/ (JP)

This project’s reward is 2100 NEET, if you’re able to draw a fancy anime style character, please join the
project. We always welcome an user initiated project like this.

4 Exchange listing
As per our project roadmap, we would like to list the coin on a exchange by Q1 of 2018. It is not about
the market price, we treasure the place to be able to exchange NEET between users. If possible, We
will attempt to get it listed on multiple exchanges.

5 Use of NEETCOIN
We have plans to open a cafe or place to be able to get a drink using NEETCOIN. Current plan is to
offer a cup of “orange juice”. For example, 1 NEETCOIN = 1 Cup of OJ. or possibly a 2 NEET.

6 Donation
We appreciate the people who have donated to the project. We will provide rewards such as NeeToken
and something else, but it has not decided as yet. Unfortunately it may not be an expensive items, but
we will notify you by an email when we’re finalise the reward.

